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Stop struggling with legacy access control systems
In many commercial properties, IT managers are faced with a plethora
of challenges when it comes to administrating and managing access
control. We look at some of the key roadblocks and the solutions that
are available.

READ MORE

WELCOMING NEW RESIDENTS

A key part of a property manager's job is managing new tenant moveins; first impressions count for a lot. The more that you can do to make

;
p
y
recent arrivals feel welcome from their first day in their new home, the
better your working relationship with them will be.

EXPLORE MORE ►

Duplicate user profiles from anywhere, anytime.

Property managers can now
duplicate user profiles from one
lock to another saving valuable
time and resources.
Lockly's Air Transfer feature quickly and effortlessly duplicates user
access profiles (fingerprint, access codes) from one lock to another in
just a couple of clicks. Setting up a second, third, or even a hundred

additional Lockly smart locks or access points for trusted users
couldn't be any easier.
CONTACT US TO

LEARN MORE ►

INDUSTRY SHOW RECAP

Showcasing new products and
developing closer customer relationships
Recap: LocklyPRO was on the show floor for this year's ALOA's No
Limits Security Expo July 29-30th, Las Vegas. The team connected
with locksmiths and security professionals and received rave reviews
for our Lockly Guard line of secure access solutions including
Defender, Athena, Duo, and the Ingress series. We even had some
fervent Lockly fans come to the booth and talk to show attendees
about the benefits of LocklyPRO platform and hardware.

We truly appreciate the support and love for our products. Big thanks
to everyone who dropped by our booth. It was great meeting all of you
at #ALOA2022.

We'll be in Las Vegas for...

The 2022 Multifamily Executive Conference gives you exclusive
access to the insights needed to thrive in today's changing and
dynamic environment. This three-day event offers exclusive access to
the insight needed to survive the challenges and tap into opportunities
for the future.
See you at the conference.

LEARN MORE

In The News. What We're Reading...

Smart Home Tech Reduces Operating Costs for
Apartment Managers and Building Owners
Use cases that reduce OPEX in apartment environments include
access management and control, energy management, and
automated risk mitigation. These solutions can improve operations and
add new layers of safety, security, and convenience.
- Parks Associates

READ ON ►

Builders Embracing Tech in New Home
Builds
The single-family builder channel sets the bar for the leading edge of
new home design and features. Though scale is with existing homes,

the builder channel can help manufacturers introduce new home
buyers to use cases and experiences enabled by smart home tech.
- Parks Associates

READ ON ►

ACCESS CONTROL EXPERTS

Decades of combined experience
The LocklyPRO team brings together a unique set of backgrounds,
experiences, and ideas focused on property access, control, and
management. Please get in touch and one of our experts will answer
all your questions.

CONTACT US ►

PARTNER WITH US
Distributors, value-added resellers, developers, and other resellers. Lockly offers a diverse
product range, pricing, and service programs to grow your business. Apply to become a
master distributor today.
CONTACT US
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